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Introduction

Concept and Setup

Management Summary
The Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), the German National 

Metrology Institute, has developed a novel calibration concept that allows 
for highly accurate calibration of product-like artifacts. This is an essential 
step towards meeting the rising quality demands of the gear manufacturing 
industry by reducing the current calibration uncertainty of gear artifacts.

Recent national and international standards, such as AGMA and ISO, 
require gear manufacturers to account for measurement uncertainty. 
Accounting for it, gear manufacturers actually reduce their manufacturing 
tolerances from those specified on their prints. Consequently, they need 
highly accurate calibrations to make the uncertainty as small as possible, 
making their manufacturing tolerances as large as possible.

The measurement setup described is based on a coordinate measuring 
machine (CMM) equipped with a high-precision rotary table, a tracking 
interferometer (TI) for reading distance information and certified evaluation 
software. Both the measuring strategy for the complete measuring process 
and the reference algorithms, which provide a basis for a software test, were 
developed by PTB. Results on an involute profile artifact show that the 
measurement uncertainty of the new concept meets the high requirements.

          A Novel     Concept for 
High Accuracy       Gear Calibration
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Introduction
Gear measurement tasks often 

require exceptionally high measure-
ment accuracies. Today, specified 
tolerances for high quality gears often 
lie in the range of the uncertainty of 
the measurements. In these cases 
the quality of the products cannot 
reliably be assured (Ref. 1). A large 
part of the measurement uncertain-
ties in industry can be attributed to the 
lack of highly accurate calibrated arti-
facts that embody the complex shape 
of industrial gears. Currently, the 
shapes of the national reference artifacts 
differ con si derably from that of the 
industrial products. This makes the trace-
ability via direct comparison with measure-
ment results impossible. An increas-
ing measurement uncertainty from the 
metrological institute down to the 
shop floor is the consequence 
(Ref. 2). Therefore, the PTB has devel-
oped a novel concept that can be used 
for the direct calibration of product-
like artifacts. 

Concept and Setup
All important measurement tasks of 

involute gears, like profile, lead and pitch 
measurements, are composed of a linear 
rotatory and a linear translatory motion. 
This special characteristic of gear kinemat-
ics can be used to minimize the influence 
of geometrical errors of machine guide-
ways. The novel, high accuracy gear 
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Figure 1—Current artifacts versus the new product-like artifact.

measuring device is based on this 
principle with the intention to achieve 
the most accurate measurement results 
(Ref. 3). The concept combines the flex-
ibility of a CMM with the advantages of 
traditional measuring strategies. In the 
future this will allow calibration of 3-D 

Tracking Laser InterferometerFigure 2—The new gear measuring device (top) with technical specifica-
tions (bottom).

Reference Software

product-like artifacts (Ref. 4) with almost 
the same accuracy as the 2-D national 
reference artifacts today. Figure 1 shows 
the different artifacts.

The new gear measuring device 
is based on four components: a high-
precision, tactile Cartesian CMM, a 

rotary table, a tracking interferometer 
(TI) and certified evaluation software 
(see Fig. 2). The highly accurate rotary 
table is integrated into the machine table 
of the CMM. The geometrical errors 
of this rotary table are very small in 
comparison with those of a commer-
cially available one. Furthermore, both 
the CMM and the rotary table are numeri-
cally corrected.

The TI is a development of PTB. Its 
laser beam follows a reflector mount-
ed close to the probe tip. This allows 
evaluation of length information in the 
direction of the laser beam with interfero-
metric accuracy. 

Improved positions are obtained from 
a combination of the CMM and rotary 
table positions as read from the scales and 
of the distances measured by the tracking 
laser interferometer. All measurement 
information received from the machine 
components represents the measurement 
points with overdetermined numerical 
information. A patented algorithm (Ref. 
3) is used to find improved positions. The 
temperature influence on the CMM and 
the TI is detected and corrected.

The measurement strategy and the 
evaluation algorithms for the complete 
measuring process were developed by 
PTB. The corresponding software was 
written in Java. For each single measur-
ing point recorded in a static (non-scan-
ning) mode, all readings of the compo-
nents are triggered simultaneously by the 
CMM control. 

Mathematical Background
The improved positions are calcu-

lated from the readings of the CMM 
scales and the distances measured by the 
interferometer on a point-by-point basis. 
This requires that the position x0 of the 
reference is known (see Fig. 2). To deter-
mine x0, the CMM has to be moved into 
at least four different positions (x1, . . . , 
x4) that must not lie on a common line, 
plane or sphere. In each CMM position x

i
, 

a measurement of the distance d
i

d
i

d  is made. 
The unknown position x0 can be found 
by numerical minimization of the sum of 
squares errors:

Component Remark Specification

CMM MPE in µm
(ISO 10360-2) 0.7+1.7*10-6L

rotary table

angle position

uncertainty in arc-sec.
0.08

radial runout in µm 0.08

axial runout in µm 0.03

TI U(k = 2) in µm 0.07+2.3*10-7L
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After the position of the TI has been 
determined, the actual measurement is 
performed. During a measurement, the 
probing system’s signals, the machine 
scales and the interferometer length 
information are recorded simultaneously.

The calculation of the improved 
CMM position x' is performed as fol-x' is performed as fol-x'
lows: The improved position x' and the x' and the x'
position x read from the machine scales x read from the machine scales x
are assumed to have a difference of ∆xare assumed to have a difference of ∆xare assumed to have a difference of ∆ . 
Their distances d and d and d d' from the refer-d' from the refer-d'
ence position differ by an offset ∆d. The 
improved position is also related to the 
position x0 of the interferometer:

x' = x' = x' x + ∆x + ∆x x + ∆x + ∆ , d' = d' = d' d + ∆d + ∆d d, d' = |d' = |d' x' – x' – x' x0|  (2)

The coordinate and distance improve-
ments can be found by mathematical 
optimization with a target function 
that puts a large weight on the distance 
measurements d' and a low weight on the d' and a low weight on the d'
position x'. The reciprocal values of the 
estimated uncertainties of the CMM scale 
positions u

P
 and of the interferometric 

distance u
d
 are appropriate choices:

d
 are appropriate choices:

d

In principle, the optimization can be 
performed by any numerical method. As 
no directional information is drawn from 
the TI measurement, reduction of the 
uncertainty of the position measurement 
is achieved only in the direction of the 
straight line connecting the probing sys-
tem and the interferometer position.

If the uncertainty of the original posi-
tion x is assumed to have the form of a x is assumed to have the form of a x
sphere, the uncertainty of the improved 
position x' will take the form of an ellip-x' will take the form of an ellip-x'
soid u

res
during a profile measurement, as 

shown in Figure 3.
Tracking Laser Interferometer
The distance measurement uncertain-

ty of the TI is the dominant uncertainty 
contributor of the system in the direction 
of the beam. The stability of the point of 
rotation is of especially great importance. 

Figure 3—Reduction of the measurement uncertainty of the CMM uCMM via CMM via CMM

additional length information (measurement uncertainty uTI) to the resulting 
measurement uncertainty of the uncertainty ellipsoid ures. 

As commercial laser trackers (Ref. 5) do 
not achieve distance measurement uncer-
tainties in the submicron range, PTB has 
developed a new high-precision tracking 
interferometer. In its design, the gimbal-
mounted interferometer moves around a 
fixed reference sphere serving only as the 
reference mirror for the interferometer 
(see Fig. 4). Due to this principle, radial 
and lateral deviations of the mechanical 
axes of rotation do not affect the measure-
ment accuracy. 

The accuracy of the TI length measure-
ment depends significantly on the quality 
of the reference sphere surface and its 
unchanged position in space. To mini-
mize its influences, the reference sphere 

has a form error of less than 30 nm. It is 
mounted on an invar stem to avoid any 
displacements due to thermal expansion. 
Atmospheric conditions, such as temper-
ature, barometric pressure and relative 
humidity, are monitored to numerically 
correct the laser signal. As the TI is only 
20 cm in diameter and 25 cm in height 
and has a weight of only 7 kg, it can be 
placed directly on the CMM table.

Reference Software
The new evaluation software allows 

evaluation of the measurement param-
eter of the modified flank geometries of 
product-like artifacts according to the 
definition of common gear evaluation 
standards and guidelines (Refs. 6, 7 and 

Figure 4—Tracking laser interferometer.
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Figure 5—Certification of software algorithms.

Figure 6—Results of an involute profile artifact.

8). Besides this application, the soft-
ware can be used to compare the eval-
uation from PTB’s reference software 
against the evaluations calculated by the 
industry. This allows the industry to 
certify its products. The principle of the 
software test can be seen in Figure 5. 

Results
In order to verify the efficiency of 

the new approach on a gear involute 
profile artifact, comparison measure-
ments were carried out. The high sur-
face quality of the national reference 
profile artifact and measurement values 
with very small uncertainties provided 
excellent conditions for evaluating the new 
measuring method. The measurements 
were carried out according to the 
generative gearing principle.

The results in Figure 6 show very 
good agreement between the calibrated 
values of the artifact and the results of 
the new measuring device. Compared to 
measurement results obtained conven-
tionally (CMM), it is demonstrated that 
the new method improves the measure-
ment results considerably.

Conclusions and Outlook
PTB has developed a novel measur-

ing device to calibrate gear artifacts. It 
is based on a high-precision Cartesian 
CMM with an integrated rotary table, a 
new tracking interferometer and certified 
software algorithms. Results show that 
the measurement uncertainty of the new 
gear measuring device complies with ris-
ing quality demands. Today it is possible 
to calibrate product-like gear artifacts.
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